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I w a t c h e d t h e situation in Vietnam with mounting anxiety. My vantage
point in A C SF O R gave me a good perspective to observe the predictable
problems inherent to the ill-conceived, gradualist intervention policy.
I learned there was turmoil in many of the units preparing to embark for
Vietnam.1 Elite regular outfits such as the 101st Airborne, which were de
ploying only a single brigade, had not been seriously affected by the foolish
decision not to extend terms of service. But even such a well-disciplined
outfit suffered from the logistics muddle and unrealistic budget constraints
of the Johnson-McNamara policy. Without a call-up of the reserve construc
tion battalions, the pace of airfield and port building in Vietnam was slow
and frustrating, further delaying the arrival of American combat troops.
And the units that were deployed in 1965 were often short of vital supplies.
The men of the 101st found themselves in combat without cleaning equip
ment for their weapons, jungle fatigues, or jungle boots.2
By September, the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) had completed its
move from Fort Benning to the II Corps area of Vietnam, the central
highlands. Unfortunately, the Air Cav didn’t have as high a proportion of
regulars as the Airborne; when the Cav set up their new division base camp
on the grassy plateau at An Khe, many battalions were badly understrength.
Some of the Cav’s units had lost a third of their strength when they were
deployed without an extension of terms of service. This was ironic; the Air
Cav was reputed to be our high-technology answer to the insurgents’ favored
habitat— the roadless mountain jungles. But the 1st Cav was poised to fight
in these jungles with many of its troops hardly more than recruits completely
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untrained in airmobile tactics. A t the same time, well-trained young soldiers
reassigned from the division were doing make-work jobs back in holding
companies in Fort Benning because their enlistments were due to expire
within sixty days.3
American and A R V N forces were also spread too thin to effectively
counter the new influx of N V A regulars. South Vietnam was divided into
four military regions or tactical zones, commonly called “ corps.” I Corps
was in the north, occupying the foothills and coastal regions east of the
Annamite Mountains. The II Corps tactical zone encompassed the rugged
central highlands and central plateau, the country’s least populated region.
But III Corps, on the alluvial plain surrounding Saigon, was densely pop
ulated, as was IV Corps, the Mekong delta, the richest agricultural region.
This nomenclature was deceptive. It would have been fine if the A R V N
could have fielded at least two full-strength, combat-ready divisions for each
“ corps.” In reality, however, the only dependable A R V N combat units were
the Ranger and Airborne battalions, but the paratroopers were usually kept
in reserve as an anti-coup force.4
American intelligence had long predicted that North Vietnamese strategy
would be to cut South Vietnam in half with large N V A units entering the
Central Highlands through valleys from Laos and Cambodia. A multidivision
N V A thrust through the highlands to the rich rice bowl of the coastal plain
would probably have destroyed the Saigon government’s will to fight.
Equally, N V A regiment-strength assaults from sanctuaries in the Parrot’s
Beak region of Cambodia, which thrust like a dagger only thirty miles from
Saigon, posed a similar hazard.
Westmoreland concluded that it would be better to fight these units in
the underpopulated highlands and in the forest of War Zone C northwest
of Saigon than in the villages and towns of the densely populated coast. My
old mentor Major General Bill Depuy, Westmoreland’s operations officer
(J-3), developed tactics that acquired the notorious— and badly misunder
stood— epithet of “ search-and-destroy” operations. But Westy understood
there was another small-unit guerrilla insurgency being fought each night in
rural hamlets. His strategic priority, however, was the big N V A units be
cause, unlike the small guerrilla bands, the enemy regiments and divisions
had the power to destroy the A R V N .5
Even before Westmoreland could begin operations, American news media
began a campaign of unjust criticism that ultimately rose to a crescendo.
The American public had been conditioned to view the Vietnam War up to
that point as an insurgency— that is, a struggle between local guerrillas and
government forces for the famous “ hearts and minds” of the peasantry. The
fact that the guerrillas were often not local boys discontent with Saigon
corruption, but rather northern regulars dressed in the ubiquitous black
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pajamas of the rice farmer, had not yet been accepted. American reporters
often saw the destruction of enemy-controlled hamlets and the deportation
of their population to secure areas as needlessly cruel scorched-earth tactics.
The most notorious case of this occurred in 1965, when a relatively un
known CBS television correspondent named Morley Safer reported on a
Marine operation in the village of Cam Ne in a traditional Vietcong bastion
near Danang. Safer’s cameraman captured Marines setting fire to the
thatched roofs of village huts with their Zippo lighters. Although he had
relatively little experience in Vietnam, Safer proclaimed the incident to be
an example of flawed American strategy. “ Today’s operation is the frustra
tion of Vietnam in miniature,” he intoned from the lurid setting of burning
huts, and concluded that President Johnson had just lost potential allies
among the villagers.6 Somehow, the burning of the Vietcong rice caches in
Cam Ne became symbolic of ostensibly inherent destructiveness of West
moreland’s “ search-and-destroy” tactics.
This was simply not true. Westmoreland and Bill Depuy were too ex
perienced to risk alienating the uncommitted rural people through needless
destruction. Depuy understood, though, that American combat troops had
to be used aggressively— that they had to seek out the N V A in their hidden
jungle base camps, engage them, and then bring to bear our superior artillery
and tactical air power. This was probably the only means we had to spoil
the building N V A offensive in late 1965 and early 1966.
A ll these factors came together in America’s first major engagement of
the war, the battle of the la Drang valley. In October 1965, our Special
Forces camp at Plei Me was surrounded by three regiments of N V A . Plei
Me was in the highlands south of Pleiku, near the Cambodian border, just
east o f a rugged jungle ridge known as Chu Pong Mountain. The la Drang
valley ran across the border into Cambodia and offered a logical infiltration
route from the N V A base camps along the Trail.7
The newly arrived Air Cav’s 1st Brigade fought a series of short firefights
for several days, pursuing an enemy regiment through the valley. Division
Commander Major General Harry Kinnard was frustrated; the N V A was
obviously slipping behind the Chu Pong Mountain into Cambodia to evade
the C A V ’s helicopter gunships and reconnaissance choppers. The A ir Cav’s
leaders were further frustrated by the high proportion of untrained troops
who had filled the ranks at Fort Benning before deployment.8
The 1st Battalion, 7th Cavalry Regiment, commanded by Lieutenant
Colonel Harold G. Moore, was airlifted into the la Drang valley. No sooner
had this battalion set down at Landing Zone (LZ) X-Ray in the tall plateau
grass beneath Chu Pong Mountain than it was assaulted by several full
battalions of N V A regulars from the 66th and 33rd Regiments. For three
days and two nights— between November 14 and 16, 1965— the 1st Battal
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ion, 7th Cavalry, supported by elements of the 2nd Battalion, 7th Cavalry,
held out against a greatly superior enemy force.
Moore’s troopers dug into the baked laterite soil as well as they could,
using blasted tree trunks for cover. Air Force Skyraiders, Phantom jets, and
Navy A-4S rolled in out of the blinding sun to pound the N V A with cluster
bombs and high explosives. This air support was so close to Moore’s position
that the few trees remaining in the L Z were splintered by shrapnel. Once
napalm landed only twenty meters from Moore’s command post, burning
several of his own men.9
The N V A was obviously testing the mettle of the Air Cav, trying to
develop tactics to neutralize the Americans’ overwhelming firepower su
periority. A t dawn on the last morning of the engagement, Hal Moore sensed
an enemy assault and had his battalion and supporting artillery cut loose
with all their weapons. They broke up a company-size N V A attack that was
forming in the shattered jungle just outside their outposts.10
Before departing the smoking, blasted L Z , Moore’s men counted 634
enemy bodies among the shattered trees and shell craters.11 But the Air Cav
had suffered terrible losses: 79 Killed in Action and 121 wounded from a
force of 431 men, a casualty rate of 50 percent. Moore’s unit, however, had
gone to Vietnam badly weakened. Their normal T O & E complement should
have been 610 officers and men. In July, Moore recalls, the White House
decision not to extend terms of service had sent a “ shock wave” through
his battalion, then preparing for overseas deployment at Fort Benning. He’d
had to release 150 of his best-trained men who had sixty days or less to
serve. They included machine-gun teams who had trained together, fireteam leaders, radio men, medics, and squad leaders from each of his com
panies. A few were replaced by infantrymen from Fort Benning who lacked
training in air-assault tactics and techniques. When the Air Cav set up its
base camp at An Khe and prepared for its first combat operations, the
division lost additional large groups of men whose enlistments were due to
expire.12
The division commander, Major General Harry Kinnard, has bitterly cited
the effect of this policy. “ The net impact of all this on the division,” he told
A ir Cav historian J. D. Coleman, “ was that we had to strip out a great
many highly trained men at exactly the worst time, namely, just as we were
preparing to go to war.” Coleman notes that the division’s aviation units
alone had to “ turn loose” 500 men, including well-trained air crews and
mechanics.13
After replacing Moore’s unit, the 2nd Battalion, 7th Cavalry, became
badly strung-out for almost a kilometer along a tributary of the la Drang
as they hiked toward a clearing called L Z Albany. They collided with a fullstrength N V A battalion of the 66th N V A Regiment. The U.S. forces were
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too dispersed to form an effective perimeter. So it was impossible to defend
them with tactical air and artillery. Over the next twenty-four hours, the
A ir Cav battalion was decimated. One of its companies was almost wiped
out. Many wounded troopers were shot by the Communists as they lay
moaning in the elephant grass. Nevertheless, the battalion inflicted severe
losses on the N V A , killing 403. But the ratio of American and enemy
casualties was simply not acceptable. The battalion column had left L Z
X-Ray with just over 500; at the end of the engagement 151 Americans were
dead and 121 wounded.14
By M A C V accounts, the N V A had lost 1,300 killed during the four weeks
of fighting around Plei Me, now called the Battle of the la Drang Valley,
but the A ir Cav suffered 304 K IA .15
It was not an auspicious start to America’s combat involvement.
As later documented by former 1st Cavalry Division officer J. D. Coleman,
the N V A ’s 66th Regiment that inflicted so many casualties on the A ir Cav
was “ fresh off the trail and spoiling for a fight.” 16 It is now estimated that
the 66th Regiment took two months to transit the Trail from North Vietnam,
and arrived in their Cambodian staging base west of Chu Pong Mountain
in early November, 1965. In other words, those troops were probably dis
patched south in August, only days after President Johnson announced
America’s ill-fated piecemeal deployment of U.S. combat troops to Vietnam.
A s I had feared, the White House had given Ho Chi Minh ample time to
counter our buildup.
☆

☆

If o n e traces the la Drang engagement on a map of Indochina, the folly of
our limited, gradualist commitment becomes apparent. I could well under
stand Westmoreland’s and Kinnard’s frustrations at not being able to outmaneuver the N V A by pursuing them into their Cambodian sanctuary. It
was lunacy to squander valuable troops like the Air Cav by denying them
the fast freedom of maneuver the division’s helicopters provided. But the
White House, McNamara, and the State Department were adamant that
M A C V not “ widen the war” by attacking N V A sanctuaries in the unpop
ulated jungle hills across the Cambodian border from II and III Corps. This
policy, no doubt, evolved naturally from our civilian leadership’s initial
decision to fight the war on the cheap.
But it soon reached ludicrous proportions. In fact, the State Department
became obsessed with Cambodia, probably because this country represented
the defeat of diplomacy similar to that suffered by the American Foreign
Service in postwar China. Cambodia’s leader, Prince Norodom Sihanouk,
ostensibly neutral— but actually sympathetic to Ho Chi Minh— had shut
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down the American embassy in Phnompenh over alleged A R V N border
intrusions. Now Secretary of State Dean Rusk had convinced the White
House of the need to “ woo Sihanouk” back to the Western fold. To career
diplomats, the specter of an important country without a functioning Amer
ican embassy was anathema. In order to regain Sihanouk’s good graces, the
State Department ignored clear evidence that Cambodia was a major infil
tration route and staging area for the N V A . American officers were forbid
den to publicly discuss N V A operations in Cambodia. The word “ sanctuary”
was proscribed. Poor General Stanley “ Swede” Larsen, one of our best field
commanders in Vietnam, made the mistake of mentioning the Cambodian
sanctuary at a news conference during a trip to Washington. McNamara had
him on the carpet and Larsen was forced to retract at another news con
ference with the statement, “ I stand corrected.” 17
These intrigues would have been amusing if they hadn’t represented the
tragic reality on the battlefield. The Air Cav’s high casualties in the la Drang
might well have been prevented if American superiority in firepower and
maneuver had been properly exploited within the actual theater of opera
tions, which included all of Indochina, not simply the countries of North
and South Vietnam. A s I watched our strategy evolve that winter and spring,
my alarm increased. Even during the constraints of the limited war in Korea,
America’s civil and military leaders conducted operations within a theater
context. My C IA paramilitary operations with JA CK had targeted objectives
in the Communists’ Manchurian sanctuaries, and my seaborne teams had
disrupted enemy lines of communication between China and Korea. Toward
the end of the war, the A ir Force was also flying regular combat missions
north of the Yalu River. But now America’s key civilian leaders had stuck
their collective head deep in the sand and refused to realistically consider
the strategic impact of the North Vietnamese sanctuary in Cambodia and
their supply lines through the Laotian panhandle.
But a theater perspective was a fundamental principle of strategy. I have
fought in three wars and have yet to see international borders printed on
the shattered terrain of a battlefield with neat dashed lines as they are on
maps. Yet Secretaries Rusk and McNamara were convinced the war could
somehow be contained within the international borders of South Vietnam.
This single-country perspective stemmed from the trendy counterinsurgency
mentality of the Kennedy years. That had been all well and good when the
Communist aggression in South Vietnam had been limited to guerrilla tac
tics. But the well-fed, well-armed, and damn well-led N V A regulars in khaki
uniforms that assaulted Hal Moore’s A ir Cav troops in the smoking scrub
jungle on the Cambodian border had certainly not been insurgents. They
were an invading army.
It was criminal folly for civilian leaders to forbid our field commanders
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from engaging this invasion force in its base areas, ordering Westmoreland
to wait until the N V A infiltrated South Vietnam, where the Communist
commanders could pick the time and place of attack. Under this policy, the
N V A often escaped our search-and-destroy sweeps and struck A R V N or
American units with the advantage of tactical surprise.18
North Vietnam was quick to exploit the shortsightedness of America’s
leaders.The N V A made maximum use of its Cambodian sanctuaries. Speak
ing after the war, Nguyen Tuong Lai, an N V A regimental commander,
admitted that the Communists knew American commanders had strict orders
to respect the Cambodian border. “ Whenever we were chased by the
enemy,” he said, “ we knew we could retreat across the frontier demarcation
into the safe zone and get some rest.” 19
Without freedom to outmaneuver the enemy in a theater of operations,
American generals were obliged to compromise their tactics. Civilian leaders
in the Pentagon and State Department also obliged M A C V to quantify the
success of American combat operations within PPBS cost-effectiveness for
mulas. For example, early in 1966 Westmoreland was presented a formal
memorandum that had been drafted by John McNaughton, McNamara’s
assistant secretary for international security affairs, and McGeorge Bundy’s
brother William, the assistant secretary of state for Southeast Asia. They
directed M A C V to pursue certain highly structured objectives in 1966, which
included opening a specific percentage of roads, securing and pacifying cer
tain regions, and defending all major population and rice-growing areas.
American combat units were to kill the enemy faster than North Vietnam
could replace them.
Naturally, all these “ objectives” were further subdivided in worthy PPBS
spreadsheet fashion, so that the cost effectiveness of such expenditures as
artillery ammunition, machine-gun bullets, and helicopter fuel could be
weighed against accomplishments. This approach was a formula for a selfdefeating war of attrition. But the Bundy brothers, McNamara, Mc
Naughton, and their cost-effectiveness whiz kids were not military men.
They scoffed at the principles of war. They were convinced the ground
war could be confined within the borders of South Vietnam, neatly wrapped
in their computer spreadsheets. They were also convinced that if West
moreland followed their directives faithfully, all the little boxes could be
checked, the graph lines would run true, and victory would be inevitable.20
☆

☆

I n t h e fall of 1965 I saw Bill Depuy, who was home on a brief leave before
taking over as commanding officer of the 1st Infantry Division, which was
being deployed in Tay Ninh Province northwest of Saigon. I sought his
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advice about my own best course of action in getting a worthwhile Vietnam
assignment. I wanted to go to the conflict in Vietnam, even if it wasn’t
officially a war, because fighting and winning battles is what a professional
is paid to do. I hoped to use my combat experience in two wars to the best
advantage for our effort there. A s I’ve noted, Bill was one of the smartest
generals in the Army, a short, lean officer with a certain WASPish elegance.
He always saw through to the heart of any problem and did not suffer fools
around him.
“ Jack,” he said, “ the best thing you can do is take an assignment as
adviser to an A R V N division for a year. After that, I’ll help you get your
own brigade.”
That would mean spending at least two years in the war zone, but I saw
at once that Bill’s advice was correct. A s an adviser to a division, I could
share my hard-earned combat knowledge with the South Vietnamese offi
cers, and they could teach me something of the country and its people and,
most important, the tactics and habits of the enemy. Armed with this new
knowledge, I’d be able to effectively lead an American brigade in combat.
Bill returned overseas, promising to grease the skids in Vietnam, while I
did the same with my contacts in Army Personnel.
About this time, I was called in by my former boss in A CSFO R , Brigadier
General Paul Phillips. He’d become the co-director of the new Force Plan
ning Analysis Office (FPAO) that McNamara had ordered established in
the Office of the Chief of Staff. McNamara’s cost-effectiveness wizards
weren’t satisfied that the Army was playing the PPBS game with the proper
degree of enthusiasm. So they directed the Army to create a new office to
improve the “ interface” between the Army and the Office of the Secretary
of Defense (OSD), as concerned future force structures. Phillips insisted I
become deputy to him and his civilian co-director, Bill Brehm, an amazingly
flexible and practical bureaucrat from Enthoven’s analysis staff.
I told Paul Phillips I was due to leave for Vietnam soon as senior adviser
to the A R V N 5th Division, but he convinced me to get the office organized
and running, then pick my own replacement.
We were authorized forty action officers, some of whom were “ tasked”
to shunt PPBS cost-effectiveness requirements by the boxcarload out to
Southeast Asia, then plug the predictably rosy progress data into Mc
Namara’s five-year plan for winning the war.
This was staff work at its most demanding, but it was made palatable by
the knowledge that I was en route to a combat assignment. One of the
officers assigned to FP A O , however, did not have that consolation. Colonel
George S. Patton III was a close likeness to his famous father in both
appearance and temperament. He did not take well to Pentagon staff work.
Patton wanted a combat assignment in a bad way, but he was an Armor
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officer and we hadn’t yet committed any tank outfits to the war. Strapping
a natural warrior like him to a Pentagon desk was cruel and unusual pun
ishment. He just couldn’t put up with the “ bullshit” paperwork. After a
short stint in the office, Phillips had Colonel Patton reassigned so he wouldn’t
have to write a bad efficiency rating on the son of one of our greatest generals.
One afternoon I was called in to see Major General Ray Peers, the Special
Assistant for Counterinsurgency and Special Activities (SACSA) to the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He asked how I’d feel about an
“ interesting” Special Operations job in Indochina. I told him of my plans
to parlay an A R V N division assignment into a brigade command. He did
not pursue the matter.
Several weeks later, while I was working hard to organize FPAO , I was
summoned one afternoon to the Office of the Chief of Staff. General Johnson
had visibly aged in the seven months since the President’s flawed deployment
decision. It was said the Chief personally wrote letters of condolence to the
families of American soldiers killed in Vietnam, but that he had been forced
to give up the practice after the heavy U.S. casualties that fall.21
General Johnson kindly inquired about my family, then came to the point
of the visit. “ Jack,” he said, “ I understand you told Ray Peers you’re not
interested in a Special Operations assignment.”
“ Yes, sir,” I replied. “ I served in Special Ops in two wars, and I’d like
a conventional command in this one.”
“ W ell,” the General said, “ I’ve reviewed your records and I’ve decided
you’re the logical choice for this assignment. I’m sending you out to Vietnam
to take over M ACV/SO G .”
I was disappointed, but tried not to show it. M A C V ’s Studies and Ob
servations Group (SOG) was the Indochina equivalent of JA C K in the
Korean War, an unconventional-warfare, sabotage, and covert-action or
ganization that reported directly to the SACSA.
Johnson briefly outlined the nature of the job and the size of the respon
sibility. SOG had been in existence almost two years, but was due for rapid
expansion. Indeed, it had been SOG operations supported by the U.S. Navy
that had triggered the original Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964. Now, working
as a Joint Unconventional Warfare Task Force with participants from all
four services plus the A R V N , SOG conducted operations in both North and
South Vietnam as well as along the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos. The man
who commanded the unit would have the equivalent of an unconventionalwarfare division. He would lead a staff of field-grade Army, Navy, Air Force,
and Marine Corps officers, who in turn would be responsible for large
contingents from the Army’s Special Forces, the A ir Force’s 14th Special
Operations Wing, the Marine’s Recon Battalion, the Navy SEALs (named
for their sea/air/land capability), as well as a virtual melting pot of Indo-
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Chinese mercenary troops, including Montagnards and fierce Nungs, ethnic
Chinese hillsmen.
General Johnson’s assignment would be interesting and challenging. But
my career was at a watershed. Like any Infantry officer, I wanted the chance
to command a large unit in combat. By definition, SOG was a small-unit,
clandestine operation, despite its overall size.
“ General,” I said, “ I’m already on orders for an A R V N division adviser
job, then I was hoping Bill Depuy could get me an American brigade on
my second tour.”
I felt I might as well lay my cards on the table. Maybe the Chief would
see the logic of my plans and facilitate things. But that was not to be.
Johnson’s face was set in an expression of tempered impatience. “ Jack,”
he replied, “ perhaps I didn’t make myself clear. General Westmoreland
specifically requested you as the new M ACV/SOG commander. That will
be your assignment.”
A colonel did not debate such matters with the Chief of Staff of the Army.
“ Sir,” I said, “ I am now developing a great deal of enthusiasm for my
new assignment.”
That night I broke the news to Mary. I could tell she was relieved. Knowing
my predilection for commanding combat troops from forward positions, she
hadn’t been overjoyed at my previous Vietnam plans.
“ This is more of a staff assignment than an operational job,” she asked,
“ isn’t it?”
I was noncommittal.
“ Sure,” I finally said, “ I suppose so.”
“ Jack,” she chided, “ I hate to say this, but you’re getting a little old for
the actual cloak-and-dagger stuff.”
I nodded agreement. There was no sense upsetting her. But we both knew
the true situation. When an Army colonel commands hard-charging young
Green Berets, SEALs, and Air Commandos, he damn well better lead by
example, not try to dictate with a fast-firing mimeograph machine spitting
out formal orders. Without discussing the matter, we both knew what my
style would be as SOG commander.
☆

☆

I a r r iv e d in Saigon in April 1966, having stopped en route to visit the Special
Forces, A ir Force, and Navy support facilities in the States, as well as SO G ’s
Counter-Insurgency Support Office (CISO) in Okinawa. The city was hot
and crowded with troops and refugees at the end of the dusty dry season.
But the wide boulevards shaded by flamboyant banyan trees retained the
charm of France’s colonial pearl. A t this point in the war there were still
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more pedicabs than Japanese motorbikes. In the sudden cool of the tropic
dusk you still saw Vietnamese women pedaling their bicycles home from
shop and office, their graceful split-skirt ao dai dresses turning the heads of
the GIs lining the sidewalks.
I was lucky in my assigned housing billet. In order to protect my sensitive
command from prying media scrutiny and overcurious junior M A C V offi
cers, I was officially just another anonymous staff colonel, conducting routine
“ studies” on American operations.22 In this capacity, I shared a pleasant
villa in a quiet shady neighborhood near the old French Cercle Sportif with
Deputy M A C V Commander Lieutenant General John Heintges. He had an
interesting background, being the son of a regular German officer killed
during the First World War. His mother then married an American officer
and Johnny Heintges went to West Point before serving in the 3rd Infantry
Division during World War II. We got along well and General Heintges was
sincerely interested in Special Operations. He continually traveled around
South Vietnam and frequently took me on his trips. This lent considerable
prestige to SOG operations, because it showed the American and A R V N
field commanders that my people were supported by the highest echelons
in Saigon.
My headquarters was in the old M A C V II compound in the primarily
Chinese suburb of Cholon. We had A R V N and MP guards, and our offices
themselves were behind locked doors. Our intelligence and operations cen
ters were actually inside sealed air-conditioned vaults, and we maintained
strict need-to-know security: agents’ identities were known only to case
officers; the location of intelligence teams was marked on single-copy trans
parent overlays, never on permanent maps.
Our Vietnamese counterpart was the Nha-Ky-Thuat, the Strategic and
Technical Directorate (STD), commanded by Colonel Tran Van Ho, a po
litically savvy and notably uncorrupt veteran of the French army. Unlike
many senior A R V N officers, Colonel Ho was a native of Saigon. He had
been thoroughly trained in intelligence and covert operations by the CIA .
His operational officer, who actually commanded the Vietnamese Special
Ops troops assigned to SOG, was Colonel Ho Thieu, a very tough leader
with years of combat experience in the A R V N airborne. They had close
relations with General Cao Van Vien, the chairman of the Joint General
Staff, the Vietnamese equivalent of our JCS.23
I reported directly to the S A C SA in the Pentagon, General Ray Peers,
but always kept General Westmoreland well briefed on our past operations
and future plans. The General had veto authority, but approval for oper
ations came from Washington. We were also required to inform the Com
mander in Chief, U.S. Forces in the Pacific (CIN CPAC), Admiral U.S.
Grant Sharp (later Admiral John McCain). Westy was very supportive of
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my work. And I was proud that he had chosen me to command the expansion
of Special Operations in the Indochina theater. In the spring of 1966, of
course, the official myth that the war was a single-country insurgency still
prevailed. But we were preparing to fight the enemy throughout Indochina,
where he then operated relatively unscathed within sanctuaries in Laos and
Cambodia.
T aking the war directly to the enemy’s home and into his sanctuaries was
the essence of my assignment. To accomplish this, I had available a rich
variety of personnel and technical assets that made my resources in JA C K
and Manchuria seem quaint in comparison. Our mission was similar to that
of the OSS or British SOE during World War II: strategic and tactical
intelligence, resistance operations, guerrilla warfare, sabotage, and covert
“ black” psychological operations. SOG had been organized by Colonel
Clyde Russell, then was commanded by Colonel Don Blackburn, whom I
replaced. Don had served in the Philippines during World War II, fighting
several years as a guerrilla leader after the islands were overrun by the
Japanese. It was under his leadership that SOG was structured.
The unit’s functional arm, the Operations Staff Directorate, was divided
into five numbered divisions: Op-31 through Op-35. This was Navy nomen
clature because M A C V had originally been organized and supported by
C IN CPAC, a Navy-dominated unified command.
Op-31 was the staff division that supervised our maritime operations,
conducted by the Naval Advisory Detachment (NAD) at Danang. This
group ran a variety of seaborne operations, including the training and
support for the Vietnamese Coastal Survey Service, which was actually a
raiding, sabotage, and intelligence force. N A D had a small fleet of high
speed, low-slung Norwegian-built wooden torpedo boats, hard to detect on
radar.
Op-32 was the staff division that supervised our private air force, which
was based on the central coast at Nhatrang, but which also had staging bases
at two airfields in Thailand: Udom and Nakhon Phanom (NKP). We had
a flight of four custom-modified C-130S for agent and supply drops, and four
“ black” twin-engine C-123S that had been stripped of all identifying marks
linking them to the United States. They were flown by Chinese air force
pilots from Taiwan, who rotated regularly in and out of Vietnam. Our
helicopter force was sizable, made up of both UH-i Huey troop carriers
and supporting gunships, as well as a squadron of Vietnamese air force
(VN AF) CH-34S, which had also been rendered “ black.” We even had our
own separate airfield, Long Thanh (known as “ Bear Cat” ), an asphalt strip
big enough to accommodate C-130S, located inside a well-guarded barbedwire compound just past the sprawling American air base at Bienhoa, north
east of Saigon.
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Psychological warfare operations were supervised by Op-33. Actual op
erations were conducted by the Psy Ops group commanded by Lieutenant
Colonel Tom Bowen. He was on his second tour and knew the country well.
His shop specialized in ingenious deceptions that ranged from counterfeit
North Vietnamese currency to the construction of an elaborate “ notional”
sham resistance movement known as the Sacred Sword of the Patriot. The
primary mission of Op-33 was to foster and exploit discontent among the
North Vietnamese military and civilians. We approached this task in several
ways. From debriefing N V A prisoners and “ ralliers” who had come over to
the A R V N as part of the Chieu Hoi Program, we learned considerable
detailed information about corrupt Communist officials in the North. Even
though we didn’t have a viable resistance movement up there, we used our
Sacred Sword deception to create one.
A “ black” radio transmitter near Hué broadcast a realistically clandestine
program to northerners, which was often disrupted when the “ resistance”
operators had to shut down to evade Communist patrols. Besides broad
casting realistic enemy casualty figures, the “ Patriot” station pounded re
lentlessly at venal and immoral Communist cadres who not only diverted
funds, but also seduced the young wives of N V A soldiers in the South. As
a variation on this theme, we sometimes attacked Communist officials of
whom we had no knowledge of corruption, in order to undercut their ef
fectiveness. Our few reliable agents in the North then confirmed that those
targeted by the clandestine radio were often relieved of their duties. This
radio was reinforced by an airborne station, which further confused Soviet
radio-tracking technicians helping the North Vietnamese.24
Another interesting Op-33 program was called Paradise Island and de
pended on the Op-31 maritime group. South Vietnamese commandos would
abduct North Vietnamese fishermen or peasants from coastal villages and
take them by boat to an island near Danang. Our camp was a fortified
hamlet facing the sea with no view toward the mainland. All the personnel
were Vietnamese and the buildings were constructed in the distinctive style
of northern coastal villages. But the similarity to North Vietnam stopped
there. The hamlet was disguised as a “ liberated zone” in the North held by
the Patriots, who proudly flew their own flag above the bamboo stockade.
The villagers were treated with great kindness. Already by this point in the
war, the Communists’ ruthless demands for troops had disrupted agriculture
and commerce in the North, resulting in near famine. So the visitors were
treated to as many as four meals a day, including banquet dishes, rich with
pork and seafood. They received first-class medical and dental attention,
and were gently indoctrinated in the beliefs of the sham resistance. Some
villagers were kept for only a few weeks, others several months. They were
all sent back with a generous gift package, stuffed with luxuries impossible
to obtain in the North: medicines, cloth, sewing supplies, and a radio pre-
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tuned to the Patriots’ frequency. We fully expected, of course, that the
Communist security forces would confiscate these luxuries. But we also
realized the villagers’ testimony would be so convincing that a belief in an
illusive Liberated Zone Shangri-la would spread, even among low-level
Communist cadres. Later, we gave the returnees two gift packages, one to
hide, one for the Communist cadres.
To make sure our clandestine radio signals were reaching the North, Tom
Bowen’s shop also had the pre-tuned radio sets distributed by landing teams
from our patrol boats. They relied on such devices as lost soldiers’ packs
and misplaced travelers’ bundles on trucks and buses. These radios were
produced in Japan by the CIA . They were quite effective because the only
signal that came through clearly was the Patriots’ station, while Radio Hanoi
always came through garbled with static. This gave the impression that the
resistance was better equipped than the government.25
Our primary agent-training site was at Long Thanh. This was the working
center of Operation-34, our resistance and intelligence operations against
North Vietnam. Again, in another parallel to the Korean War, the resistance
potential in North Vietnam was dismal. Just as practically every anti-Communist in North Korea had been evacuated during the American retreat in
early 1951, almost all of North Vietnam’s anti-Communists— including entire
clans and villages of Roman Catholics— had been evacuated by the U.S.
Navy following the 1954 cease-fire. Even if we didn’t have much hope of
organizing anti-Communist partisans in the North, however, we had no
shortage of brave young Vietnamese (most of northern origin) willing to be
parachuted into the North to conduct intelligence and sabotage missions.
Probably our biggest and most interesting activity was the cross-border
Reconnaissance Teams, supervised by Op-35. This group was led by one of
the toughest officers in the U.S. Army, Colonel Arthur D. “ Bull” Simons,
a founding member of the Green Berets. Bull Simons was a giant warrior,
with close-cropped iron-gray hair and hands easily twice as big as mine.
He’d been a mule skinner in the Pacific during World War II when his pack
artillery outfit was selected to become the 6th Ranger Battalion. He had a
vocabulary that would make a drill sergeant blush. I’d known him at the
Ranger Training Center during the Korean War, where (much to my chagrin)
he’d been the only man able to outshoot me on the pistol range. He was
certainly the right man to head Op-35 >having conducted the Special Forces
White Star program in Laos for the C IA for several years. When I took
over SO G , Op-35’s Recon Teams were controlled from a small base at
Danang in I Corps. During my first few months in command, we expanded
the cross-border teams and they were eventually staged out of Forward
Operating Bases at Hué in the north, Dakto in the highlands, and Banmethuot on the central plateau near the Cambodian border.
I made a point of traveling around the country with Bull Simons, meeting
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the Recon Teams at their bases and debriefing the men after extraction. A s
expected, Bull was running a good operation, which produced a valuable
harvest of intelligence and prisoners. The only initial improvement I ordered
concerned weapons. Many of the American team members carried 9mm
Swedish-K submachine guns, which were light and had a very quiet report.
But the clacking, metallic noise of the gun was so distinctive that the Amer
icans were easily located in firefights. I ordered all the team members to
carry high-quality Russian-made AK-47S loaded with N V A ammunition,
including their trademark dull-green tracer rounds. I had ambitious plans
for Op-35 and hoped that the prohibition against using teams in Cambodia
would soon be lifted.
The Ho Chi Minh Trail infiltration route was the teams’ target. The “ Trail”
was not a single route, but rather a maze of old colonial roads, Montagnard
paths, and recently bulldozed truck tracks beneath the cover of the triple
canopy rain forest. The Trail was also a major enemy staging area, equipped
with permanent bivouac areas, supply dumps, training centers, communi
cation relay stations, and field hospitals. Given official U.S. policy, American
ground combat forces were forbidden to operate in these areas of “ neutral”
Laos and Cambodia. It would be over a year after my arrival before we
finally got permission to commit the teams to Cambodia. But our operations
along the Trail in Laos were a going concern.
Teams were usually inserted by “ black” V N A F helicopters, which landed
at isolated clearings in the last light of dusk. The men quickly dispersed
from the L Z and set up a night ambush position to hit any N V A Trail
security troops that might have been attracted by the chopper. It was im
possible to move silently in the jungle at night, so the teams could hear any
approaching enemy patrols. Missions could last between one and two days
all the way up to several weeks, depending on the assignment and the team’s
success in evading enemy patrols. When it was time to extract the team, we
often used so-called McGuire rigs, slings attached to a long line dangled
through the rain forest canopy from the hovering chopper. After some trial
and error, this system was modified to include the STABO harness, which
was easier to use and allowed team members to fire their weapons as they
were lifted from the forest floor.26
As Op-35 expanded, I reinforced the launch sites close to the Laotian
border in I Corps and II Corps. Isolated camps near Dakto and Kham Due
(the former emperor Bao Dai’s summer palace) became mini-fortresses,
with airstrips, deep bunkers, and their own contingents of Montagnard Ci
vilian Irregular Defense Group (CIDG) guards. The cross-border Recon
Teams using these bases developed their own specialties. Some were expert
in photography and wiretapping— using state-of-the-art induction technol
ogy that allowed us to eavesdrop on N V A field telephones without actually
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splicing into the line. Other teams became our champion prisoner snatchers.
The team led by Master Sergeant Dick Meadows, for example, held the
record of thirteen successful N V A prisoner snatches. A s a group, the Recon
Teams became known as Spike Teams under the Op-35 program originally
code-named Shining Brass, then changed to Prairie Fire for security reasons.
A separate branch of Prairie Fire were the Hatchet Teams. These were
platoon- and company-size indigenous mercenary units (originally mostly
Nung, later Montagnard), commanded by American NCOs, that were kept
on alert to intervene across the border when a Spike Team needed help or
encountered an especially lucrative target. By late 1967» Op-35 had an amaz
ing record of almost 300 successful cross-border operations in Laos. Some
were actually protracted battles, during which N V A units on routes south
were ambushed, then pummeled by air attack. Our missions had a definite
strategic objective. Harassing the enemy along the Trail deprived him of a
sense of sanctuary. N V A units had to keep on the move or risk ambush;
thus their troops were weakened by fatigue. And if they stopped to fight or
maneuver around our Spike and Hatchet Teams, the enemy became easy
targets for our A ir Commando “ slow-mover” A -iE Skyraiders.
Almost twenty-five years later, one former Communist has paid SO G ’s
Recon Teams a real compliment. Nguyen Tuong Lai, an N V A officer op
erating along the Trail, recently commented on the Recon Teams: “ They
effectively attacked and captured our soldiers and disrupted our supply lines.
This weakened our forces and hurt our morale. Because we could not stop
these attacks. We understood that these American soldiers were very skillful
and very brave in their tactics to disrupt infiltration from the north.” 27
Each Spike Team was a composite of American Green Berets and In
dochinese soldiers, who might include A R V N Rangers, Nungs, or mercen
aries from several different Montagnard tribes. Specific team missions
varied. Often a team was inserted into a busy sector of the Trail with orders
to maintain radio silence and avoid detection. Their job might be simply to
identify particular N V A units moving south, and to accomplish this they
might have to crawl through the thorns and brush to the very edge of an
N V A bivouac, photograph the enemy troops and equipment, then silently
extract themselves.
Other Recon Team missions weren’t so passive. A team might go in with
orders to ambush N V A command parties, taking out every officer, then
capturing the stragglers. Often teams would tap N V A field telephone lines,
mine busy Trail intersections, booby-trap weapons caches, or serve as clan
destine forward observers, directing air strikes against especially lucrative
targets such as truck convoys, ammunition dumps, or large supply caches.
On any mission other than a silent recon, taking prisoners was a priority.
But the prisoners taken after an ambush were often unarmed coolies who
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had hidden in the brush during the fighting. Such people were of limited
intelligence value. The period following such a snatch was usually hectic.
The prisoner was sometimes trussed up and carried a safe distance from the
enemy camp, then the team would set up to ambush any pursuers. On
reaching a prearranged extraction point, the N V A prisoner was often the
first man on the STA B O rig line. His fear and amazement at being plucked
from the jungle like a fish from the sea usually shocked him sufficiently into
becoming a very cooperative informant for our intelligence officers.
☆

☆

A f t e r several trips around the country to meet my local commanders and
inspect their units, I still didn’t have a good feel for the nature of the enemy.
It was one thing to sit in my air-conditioned office reviewing stacks of sparsely
written Recon Team reports, and quite another to observe the enemy first
hand on the battlefield. I jumped at the opportunity when Bill Depuy invited
me up to his unit that spring. He had taken command of the ist Infantry
Division after it was deployed in III Corps Tactical Zone northeast of Saigon.
Their area of operations included War Zone C in Tay Ninh Province and a
hard-core Vietcong bastion, laced by tunnels and a warren of underground
positions, called the Iron Triangle.
Westy had taken Depuy from his job as M A C V operations officer to
command the ist Division when the outfit performed poorly after its de
ployment in Vietnam. Like many American units, the Big Red One had
come overseas at full strength, but most of its battalions were rounded out
with untrained men. The unit had also lost additional men whose terms of
enlistment expired soon after the division’s arrival. Their task was compli
cated by the hostile local population and difficult terrain, in which densely
populated paddy and orchard belts were punctuated by thick jungle. Ma
neuvering in this country either exposed the troops to booby traps and
ambushes on the jungle trails or presented the dilemma of using heavy
firepower in the crowded villages. Consequently, casualties were high and
the troops of this proud division had yet to inflict real damage on the enemy.
Bill Depuy was not an officer to permit such a situation to fester. He fired
most of the battalion commanders, replacing them with combat-experienced
young officers who shared his aggressive spirit. From his background in
intelligence, Depuy knew that his enemy— main-force Vietcong battalions,
reinforced by N V A regulars— operated from jungle bases on both sides of
the Cambodian border. He couldn’t attack into Cambodia, but he sure as
hell could go after the enemy bases in Vietnam. Bill’s strategy was brutally
simple: aggressively push units into enemy base areas until contact was made,
then “ pile on” with heavy firepower, seeking to maintain contact until the
Communist forces had had enough and retreated. One of his refinements
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of this tactic was the use of huge Rome plow bulldozers to rip wide, open
fire lanes through the jungle where the retreating enemy forces could be
pounded by American artillery and tactical air.
He knew the main American responsibility at this stage in the war was
to destroy large enemy units, and he also knew the only way to do this was
to get the Communists to fight. But it was not enough to dispatch his bat
talions from the comfort of an air-conditioned command trailer. Depuy
believed in using his own command and control (C& C) helicopter as the
bait to flush out the Vietcong from their jungle bastions.
The first day I flew with him, we left division headquarters just after dawn
in the relative cool of a late dry-season morning. I sat beside Depuy on a
canvas sling seat in the Huey’s rear compartment. Both doors had been
removed to give the two door gunners, perched on little bicycle-type saddles,
freedom of fire. The chopper was modified with a command communication
console between us and the cockpit, which was manned by Depuy’s artillery
and tactical air coordinators.
We swept over dry brown paddies where peasants in black pajamas and
conical straw hats fed skinny water buffalo the last of the season’s dry fodder.
Out here, however, an old lady in a paddy with betel-nut-stained teeth could
well be a V C major. A hot wind smelling of mildew, charcoal, and the faint
overripe stench of the jungle wafted through the open doors. Depuy stared
at the mapboard on his lap and spoke patiently into his helmet mike, di
recting the pilot deeper into the jungle.
“ We ought to make contact soon, Jack,” he shouted over the thumping
rotor.
Only moments after he spoke, lazy green tracers floated up from an
abandoned banana grove strangled by jungle brush and vines. I lurched
forward against my seat belt as the young pilot expertly slowed the chopper
into a banking hover. Depuy already had a compass bearing on the hidden
V C machine gun. But instead of climbing to a safe altitude to wait for
reinforcements, we swooped lower. Depuy was hoping to provoke other
guns in order to get a better idea of the entrenched enemy position. He
always told his commanders that they couldn’t find the enemy unless they
made contact. And he practiced what he preached. The first of several smallarms rounds clanged into the belly of the helicopter below the engine com
partment. It sounded like someone had hit the hood of a car with a crowbar.
General Depuy was grinning broadly.
He spoke calmly to his artillery coordinator, who leaned back to carefully
consult the mapboard. They could have been two history professors dis
cussing some ancient battle. More tracers rose from the jungle below. Fi
nally, the artilleryman nodded sharply and transmitted his precisely worded
fire mission.
The chopper dropped fast to the left and swung back along our approach
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line to hover 200 feet above the forest roof. The first rounds of 155mm fire
arched above us to drop close to the enemy positions. Within a minute, the
jungle was spouting smoking, dusty geysers as a coordinated barrage moved
toward us.
Depuy was talking on the radio now, ordering up his Rome plows, fol
lowed by armored personnel carriers. By the end of the day, there’d be one
less secure base area for the Communists. As we wheeled away into the hot
morning, I turned to watch the artillery still falling on the splintered trees.
I’d taken fire in my third war (fourth, I guess, counting Manchuria), but I
still hadn’t seen the enemy in this one.
☆

☆

I s o o n discovered that the intelligence and sabotage operations against the
North run by Op-34 were badly compromised. Although SOG had a steady
supply of adventurous young Vietnamese volunteers willing to go north as
agents, there simply wasn’t a good human matrix to support them in North
Vietnam. Not only had the mass evacuation of anti-Communists in the mid1950s stripped away potential resistance, the Communists had built a typical
totalitarian control system, replete with cells of informants and agents prov
ocateurs right down to the hamlet level.
The original division chiefs for Op-34 relied on classic military intelligence
(MI) doctrine when they trained and dispatched their agent teams north.
Once on the ground, the agents were supposed to make contact with rela
tives, develop an intelligence-gathering network and a security system of
safe houses, then begin reporting. Our link to the agents was through Colonel
Tran Van H o’s STD, which had numerous clandestine offices in Saigon.
They translated our messages into Vietnamese, then transmitted them by
CW (international Morse code), encrypted, using One Time pads. The
agents reported to us back through this channel. In principle, there was little
danger of compromise because Colonel Ho’s STD was staunchly anti-Communist and very security conscious.
But I wasn’t convinced that the A R V N had done adequate security checks
on our agent recruits. Soon after arriving in Vietnam, I had a team of
American officers conduct a rigorous, detailed analysis of the message traffic
between SOG and our Op-34 agents. A t that time we had approximately
fifteen teams in North Vietnam, ranging in size from one-man “ singletons”
to large sabotage units of twenty-eight men. When Op-34 had selected agent
radio operators, they’d picked the brightest and most dedicated young vol
unteers. These agents were carefully trained and rehearsed in transmission
security procedures by which they could easily reveal if they were under
duress while transmitting. In addition, of course, each radio operator was
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“ fist printed,” which meant his unique touch on the code key was carefully
tape recorded to be compared against future transmissions.
Our message-traffic analysis revealed an interesting pattern, amazingly
similar to that of our compromised JA CK agents in North Korea twelve
years earlier. In the first few days after insertion, the messages were brief
and frequent, practical housekeeping matters such as moving from one
checkpoint to another. Then there would be a period of silence, followed
by some type of excuse (usually equipment problems) to explain the silence.
About this time requests for special supplies and equipment, often including
luxury items needed to “ bribe” local officials, became common. Cartons of
Salem cigarettes, Seiko watches, and French colonial silver piasters (or even
gold Hong Kong dollars) were typical of the resupply items requested. Inter
estingly enough, so were pistol silencers, threaded to fit Soviet-issued guns.
In addition to these unusual requests, the agent teams also revealed an
other obvious pattern of compromise. They always had excuses why they
could not conduct certain critical intelligence or sabotage missions. But they
were consistently able to carry out minor tasks, the results of which could
not be detected by aerial reconnaissance photography.
I was convinced that most of our teams in the North had been rolled up
by Communist security. Their key members, especially the radio operators,
had been broken under torture and forced to act as double agents. This
probably meant there were leaks somewhere in the agent pipeline, either
within our own shop or on the Vietnamese side. Only later did I learn from
Colonel Ho that he often informed the prime minister’s office of certain
politically sensitive agent operations in the North. And years afterward, it
was revealed that that office had at least one resident North Vietnamese

spy-

.

J .

A t the time, however, I only knew I must improve security and also try
to exploit the compromised agents. I kept very close counsel on this matter.
One of the people with a true need to know was my operations director,
Colonel Benton M. “ Mac” Austin, whom I’d known as a Jedburgh and
served with in the 82nd Airborne Division, in JA CK , and on the faculty at
Fort Leavenworth. Mac Austin was rock solid. We briefed Op-34’s Lieu
tenant Colonel Bob Kingston, also a veteran of JA CK , on the problem.
Fortunately, he had recruited a remarkable young American Special Forces
officer, First Lieutenant Fred Caristo, as a case officer on the project. Caristo
would prove to be one of our most effective SOG officers, not only in
exploiting the compromised agents, but in preventing future compromises.
Fred Caristo had been a bright young R O TC cadet at Boston University
who answered Kennedy’s romantic challenge to “ Bear any burden. . . .”
He trained as a Green Beret, then in 1965 served as an adviser to the 37th
A R V N Ranger Battalion. His original intention had been to get a taste of
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war, see some of the world, then have the Army send him through medical
school. But he got more than just a taste of war. In a series of bitter
engagements with the N V A , Caristo’s A R V N Ranger unit was decimated,
but defeated superior N V A forces. Caristo learned fluent Vietnamese and
Cambodian— his battalion commander was a Cambodian Foreign Legion
veteran— and acquired a good knowledge of Nung and Montagnard dialects.
His teachers were the prostitute camp followers who traveled with the bat
talion, so he originally learned to speak using feminine pronouns, which his
Vietnamese colleagues found hilarious coming from a stocky, barrel-chested
American with a permanent five-o’clock shadow. By the time Caristo came
to SO G , he had been wounded three times and had fought in more firelights
than he could remember.
Most important for us, Fred had an excellent network of A R V N Ranger
veterans who considered him family and among whom he could develop a
hermetically sealed agent recruitment and training unit.
Mac Austin and our intelligence shop prepared a program of counter
counterespionage disinformation to be fed back to the doubled agents in
the North, thus “ tripling” them. We surmised that our doubled agents were
being handled by senior N V A intelligence officers, probably assisted by
Soviet Military Intelligence (GRU ) or East German advisers. So we carefully
tailored our requests for information to establish bogus analysis patterns,
which, for example, might indicate a potential amphibious invasion north
of Vinh or an airborne attack on surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites above
the DM Z.
Caristo concentrated on a more direct approach. When he was certain a
team had been compromised, he prepared booby-trapped “ gift packages”
for their resupply drops. We used our sterile C-123S to drop in low-threat
areas; our C-130S dropped in the thinly populated mountains of the north
west and the Laotian panhandle. In areas where air defenses were heavier,
we dropped supply canisters from Air Force fighter-bombers, using modified
fuel tanks as canisters. Fred went to work on our standard bundles and
canisters. Some were rigged to explode as soon as they were opened on the
drop zone. Others contained time bombs or demolition charges set to ex
plode when a carton of cigarettes was opened. The logic here was to inflict
casualties at as high a level as possible in N V A intelligence.
This was nerve-racking work. Although Caristo handled explosives with
perfect confidence, he couldn’t be absolutely certain the recipients of the
booby-trapped supply canisters would be the N V A . After the first such drop,
however, aerial reconnaissance photos clearly revealed truck tracks leading
into the isolated drop zone. The photos also showed a quite respectable
crater where the canister had exploded.
“ Sir,” Caristo told me, “ one thing I know for damn sure, a deuce-and-
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a-half truck wasn’t part of that team’s T O & E . Whoever came in a truck to
make that pickup got what he deserved.”
As the true nature of my SOG assignment became evident, I understood
why Westy and General Johnson had insisted I take the job as commander.
We were combating a skilled, dedicated, and devious enemy. The North
Vietnamese Communists conducted a massive assassination and terror pro
gram in the South. They sabotaged American-backed development programs
in the countryside, sometimes going so far as booby-trapping health clinics
and mutilating agricultural extension workers, whose decapitated heads were
mounted on poles to discourage peasant cooperation with the government.
Lies, agit-prop campaigns, and disinformation were standard enemy pro
cedures. A s respected historian and journalist Stanley Karnow has pointed
out, the Vietnamese were “ inured to duplicity.” 28 Karnow has also docu
mented the ghastly massacres of innocent civilians following the Communist
occupation of Hué, during the Tet offensive of 1968, which he correctly calls
“ the worst bloodbath of the conflict.” Communist political cadres had a list
of teachers, intellectuals, clergymen, and government functionaries, as well
as “ uncooperative merchants,” slated for execution. When Hué was recap
tured, the government unearthed the bodies of over 3,000 of these victims,
who had been beaten to death, shot, or simply buried alive.29
When you engaged such a foe, terror and deception were legitimate weap
ons. But any American unit employing these tactics had to be very carefully
supervised so that its members would not be contaminated. Civilians often
don’t realize that the military officers conducting special operations must
maintain a high level of personal honesty and integrity. On the surface this
seems contradictory. Indeed, the recent history of unconventional warfare
yields a fair share of “ rogues” who became so enamored of covert methods
that their own careers were tainted with dishonesty and, eventually, criminal
activity. We only need consider the case of Ed Wilson, the C IA renegade
who trained Libyan dictator Khaddafi’s terrorists in the early 1980s, to see
this point. Wilson, now serving a long sentence in the maximum-security
federal prison at Marion, Illinois, peddled the covert and clandestine op
erations skills that he had acquired in Southeast Asia to Libya’s Colonel
Moammar Khaddafi. Wilson went so far as to dupe American Special Forces
soldiers into helping Khaddafi train and equip terrorists. But, when I ran
SOG, I insisted that all my officers deal with each other with absolute honesty
and integrity. A ll our funds had to be accounted for down to the last silver
piaster. I made sure that we treated prisoners humanely. Sadism is bad for
morale, and, in the long run, humane treatment yields more information
than brutality. By having mature, professional officers, well grounded in
professional ethics, commanding SOG, we were able to maintain the unit’s
integrity.
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W i t h a practical program under way to exploit the compromised teams
through disinformation and use them as a conduit to physically attack the
enemy intelligence service, Caristo and his colleagues in Op-34 set about
re-creating a trustworthy agent network in the North. But he encountered
resistance among the traditional military intelligence types, who, lacking his
language skills and combat experience, wanted to let the A R V N and the
STD do the recruiting and training. In addition, there were C IA officer
“ advisers” in the section, whom Caristo saw as watchdogs to make certain
our networks did not poach on the Agency’s traditional turf in Laos. Fred
Caristo had no time for such bureaucratic rivalries.
Using his A R V N Ranger connections, he trained new agent recruits re
sponsible directly to him. His communications now bypassed the STD; Fred
was his own translator. He was also his own parachute-training officer.
Because Caristo’s agents would be dropped into rain forest country of west
ern North Vietnam, they needed tree-jumping suits. Caristo flew on every
agent drop up north with his group. These were hairy rides. Due to the
SAM threat along the Trail, the C-130S had to stay under 750 feet above
ground level (A G L ) and only 350 feet above the highest terrain feature. A t
that altitude, there was no need for a reserve chute; if your main canopy
didn’t open, you were dead.
Caristo developed the concept of fast, hit-and-run intel and sabotage
operations in the North that was dubbed STR A TA : Short-Term Recon and
Tactical Teams. The idea was to parachute in, do the job, and extract by
Air Commando helicopter or, for small teams, by Fulton Recovery System
(a sky-hook device suspended by a balloon and snatched by a low-flying
aircraft). We no longer tried to win any hearts and minds up there; we
intended to get specific information, then ambush the enemy and get the
hell out, leaving behind the lingering fear that we would come again.30
A n interesting variant of the S T R A T A program involved another Viet
namese double agent, whom Caristo discovered. Fred planned a unique
insertion for that guy. On the night of the drop, the double agent was issued
a tree-jumping suit with a modified helmet that blocked his peripheral vision.
Fred had been rehearsing this for weeks. The C-i3o’s cargo hold was par
titioned with canvas cubicles, ostensibly to protect the identities of other
agents. In reality— after much trial and error— Fred had rigged four big
blocks of ice to parachutes. These would be the double agent’s “ teammates.”
The double was tapped out, quickly followed by the four ice blocks.
The next morning, of course, the enemy agent led an N V A patrol back
to the drop zone where they found four empty parachutes hanging in the
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tree canopy. They immediately set to work combing the forest for the man’s
phantom teammates What they found instead was a series of airdropped
booby traps laid down overnight from A ir Commando planes.
Caristo’s most gallant action was not a SOG operation. My senior Air
Force officer, Colonel Harry C. “ Heinie” Aderholt, ran Escape and Evasion
as part of the overall Joint Personnel Recovery Center (JPRC) for Southeast
Asia. The JPRC’s task was to rescue American air crew downed in enemy
territory. When an enemy deserter reported two American pilots held pris
oner just inside Cambodia, the 25th Division helicopter rescue force Heinie
helped organize needed an American who spoke both Cambodian and V i
etnamese to accompany them.
Aderholt had no one who met these qualifications. I only had one such
man, Caristo. I called him in from Bear Cat. “ You just volunteered,” I told
him, then explained the mission.
“ Yes, sir,” Caristo replied, “ I guess I did.”
The initial assault worked flawlessly, with the lead helicopter touching
down unopposed, a hundred meters from the edge of the fortified enemy
village. Unfortunately, the pilot landed on the wrong side of the mine field
that protected the N V A stronghold. Caristo knew from experience to get
away from the helicopter quickly. What he did not know was that the pilot
did not intend to discharge his passengers on this paddy. Caristo dropped
from five feet high to the baked mud paddy only to find the helicopter
climbing away behind him. He was the sole American on the ground. The
N V A cut loose with automatic weapons, recoilless rifles, and anti-aircraft
machine guns.
Like the good Airborne Ranger that he was, Caristo decided to conduct
a one-man attack. His CAR-15 rifle blazing, he dashed through the mine
field straight to the prison hut that had been pointed out by the N V A soldier.
Caristo burst head-first through the side of the hut, only to discover an
old Cambodian man and two terrified children. They pointed to a hardwood
frame with rope lashings, where they said the two Americans had been
bound until the night before. The prisoners had been removed only twelve
hours before their rescue force arrived.
But Caristo was still alone in the middle of an N V A battalion’s fortified
camp. He charged out the front of the hut and dashed between the banana
trees to assault the enemy recoilless rifle team from the rear. After he killed
the crew, he attacked an N V A machine-gun team that was firing on the
American assault force from the tree line. He killed the gunner. Caristo
dodged through the mine field back toward the advancing American infan
trymen.
He bobbed and weaved, keeping low in the crossfire, and was blown off
his feet when the Americans detonated a Bangalore torpedo to clear the
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mine field. The American platoon leader was amazed to see Caristo alive
and to learn that he could guide their force through a safe sector to the
village.
Fred had been alone on the ground for most of the fighting, but his action
had been observed by several helicopter pilots. Years later, he was awarded
America’s second-highest decoration for valor, the Distinguished Service
Cross, for his actions that day.
Fred’s gallantry was not unique among SOG personnel. One of my bravest
soldiers was the expert prisoner snatcher, Master Sergeant Dick Meadows.
His Recon Team, which also had JPRC responsibilities, was alerted to go
after a Navy pilot downed in the jungle hills of North Vietnam. A Navy
chopper had just deployed them near the pilot’s last reported location when
they heard the man’s stricken voice on the emergency Guard frequency,
announcing he was about to be captured. So the rescue mission was unsuc
cessful. A cautious soldier would have taken his men to the nearest extraction
point and departed enemy territory.
But Meadows was not overly cautious. He staked out a well-worn trail
and set up an ambush. When a full platoon of heavily armed N V A troops
ambled along the trail an hour later, Meadows stepped out from the dense
foliage, leveled his AK-47, a°d called a cheerful “ good morning.” The
ambush was sprung.
His performance on this mission was typical of his many previous assign
ments. I decided to reward such courageous leadership by requesting a
battlefield commission. But the Department of the Army bureaucrats
promptly informed me that Meadows, at age twenty-eight, was too old to
become a second lieutenant. I went right to Westmoreland, requesting
Meadows be made a captain. Westy readily agreed, and his prestige, plus
some push from Secretary of the Army Stan Resor, overwhelmed the re
newed objections of the Washington bureaucrats.
Dick Meadows fought for many more years in Indochina, including the
raid on the POW camp at Son Tay in North Vietnam in 1970. He later
helped found the Army’s Delta Force counterterrorism unit at Fort Bragg.
Never one to shirk a dangerous assignment, he was the lead man on the
ground inside Tehran during the ill-fated Desert One hostage-rescue attempt
in 1980.
it

A s our S T R A T A and JPRC responsibilities increased, I realized we couldn’t
always rely on brave helicopter crews to extract our agents or downed pilots
from high-threat areas. But there was a better system. Skip Sadler, my
airborne specialist in JA CK , had helped test a rudimentary ground snatch
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system by which specially equipped aircraft could snare a line suspended
between two poles attached to a harnessed agent on the ground. Over the
intervening years this rig was replaced by the sophisticated Fulton Recovery
System. A ll four of our C-13OS were equipped with complex V-jaw snares
mounted on the aircraft nose that could snag a thick nylon rope suspended
by a miniature blimp. The agent (or downed pilot) at the other end of the
line would then be swooped up to dangle behind the lumbering four-engine
transport. Next, a winch on the open tailgate would snare the line and pull
the recovered man inside the aircraft.
It was a good system that we needed to have operational as soon as
possible. But the A ir Force squadron commander in charge seemed to be
dragging his feet in training his crews. In early 1967, they had yet to test a
live pickup. Like some career officers, he was reluctant to risk a training
accident in which someone might be hurt or killed and a valuable aircraft
lost. But this was a war, not peacetime garrison duty. I called the man into
my office for a little chat.
“ Colonel,” I said, “ you will make your first live pickup with that Fulton
System by the end of February. Do I make myself clear?”
“ Sir,” he began.
“ Colonel,” I continued, “ your rating officer will be the first person you
recover. D o you know who he is?”
“ Yes, sir,” the man answered, visibly agitated. “ It’s you, sir.”
“ I’m glad you get the picture,” I replied, dismissing him.
On the last day of February, I found myself sitting on the stiff cane grass
alongside the shimmering asphalt runway at Bear Cat. I was bound in a
rigid web harness. Above me, a white nylon line curved upward 500 feet to
a balloon, which had just been inflated from two tanks of helium in the
airdropped Fulton rig kit. Nervous Air Force officers and NCOs crouched
nearby, anxiously scanning the sky. The C-130 approached out of the sun,
its engines throttled back and whistling softly. I watched the aircraft slam
into the line at the appropriate marker and rip the line away from the balloon.
The little dull white blimp was twisted like a carnival balloon just before it
broke free from the line and floated away.
The actual liftoff was gentler than I had imagined, something like a fast
elevator ride— but without the floor or walls. Before I knew it, I was flying
backwards in the hot, windy sunshine, face to the sky, as the plane droned
north around the busy landing pattern at Bienhoa. Obviously, the crew were
doing things by the numbers, acutely aware they had a full colonel dangling
like a fish behind their aircraft. We had not discussed the flight pattern in
detail, and I’d assumed the aircraft commander would have enough sense
to orbit in the general area of Bear Cat, which was a low-threat zone. But
I guess he was more concerned with avoiding other aircraft, so he proceeded
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to fly northeast, right toward the Iron Triangle and War Zone D. I tried to
flip over, using skydiving maneuvers, but every time the line flopped me
back. I could see we hadn’t climbed much above a thousand feet, and I
could also see where the hell we were going.
I remembered those green tracers that had smacked into Bill Depuy’s
chopper. In my eagerness to motivate my Air Force people, I had become
a target drone for the N V A .
After what seemed like a long time, I felt a series of twanging jerks and
the huge tail of the aircraft loomed overhead to block the sun. A moment
later they had me up on the tailgate.
“ How’d it go, sir?” the crew chief shouted above the whistling prop blast.
“ Piece of cake,” I lied.

I w o u l d n ’t have minded if all of my responsibilities had been so simple.
However, trying to run special-warfare operations on a theater level when
U.S. policy stubbornly avoided fighting a theater war was a constant frus
tration. By mid-1967, the United States had almost 500,000 troops in South
Vietnam, about half of them in combat units. There had been a series of
heavy clashes between our forces and the N V A , during which the enemy
had taken severe casualties. But the North Vietnamese still pushed a steady
stream of replacements down the Trail.
Westmoreland continued to agitate for freedom of operation in Cambodia,
which had become the N V A ’s main staging area. But he was continually
stymied by the State Department, which still hoped to somehow “ woo”
Prince Sihanouk to our side.31 It wasn’t until the middle of the year that I
received grudging authorization to employ cross-border Recon Teams in
Cambodia.
But by that time, my operations in Laos were continually running afoul
of the American ambassador in Vientiane, Bill Sullivan. Good diplomat
that he was, he believed in upholding the much-abused international
agreements guaranteeing the “ neutrality” of Laos, even though the em
bassy’s own C IA station headed by my friend Ted Shackley actively con
ducted a guerrilla war against the N V A and its Pathet Lao allies. The core
of the problem was civilian-military turf jealousy. In reality, the Trail
area of the lower Laotian panhandle was geographically separated from
the rest of the country and contiguous to Vietnam. But— contrary to
good security procedure— I had to submit detailed plans of all my Recon
Team operations for approval by Sullivan’s staff. And every time one of
my teams took out a lucrative target on the Trail a few kilometers from
their approved area of operations, we’d get a rocket of a telegram from the
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embassy in Vientiane. Sullivan usually prefaced his criticism by stating that
“ once more, the SOG commander has blatantly disregarded. . . .” He’d
wallpaper the entire U.S. government with information copies as an ass
saving precaution, in case there was some squawk of protest from the Pathet
Lao.
When I’d see Sullivan at regional meetings, however, he was always
friendly enough. And he would apologize for his excesses, when we were
washing our hands in the officers’ club men’s room and no one could hear
him.
The ambassadors had a myopic view of the Indochina war. Whereas the
North Vietnamese were definitely fighting on a theater scale, each American
embassy tended to view enemy operations in parochial, political terms. For
example, when an N V A regiment maneuvered close to Thailand, to evade
American air attacks along the Trail, Ambassador Graham Martin might
shoot off a long “ Immediate” telegram to the State Department proclaiming
the North Vietnamese were trying to influence the appointment of a par
ticular cabinet minister in Bangkok. If Westmoreland tried to put the action
in proper military perspective, he was chided by the diplomats. On the other
hand, they constantly intervened in M A C V business with gratuitous, am
ateur strategic advice.
Poor Westy not only had Ho Chi Minh and General Giap as adversaries,
but he also had strong-minded American ambassadors with Napoleonic am
bitions in Indochina to contend with. Sullivan and Westmoreland bumped
heads on a regular basis, and Ambasasdor Martin in Bangkok was intensely
protective of his bureaucratic turf. The logical place for Westmoreland to
confer with the region’s American military and civilian leaders was our large
air base at Udorn in Thailand. But Westy couldn’t officially host a meet
ing there because protocol demanded that Ambassador Martin, as the
President’s representative, be the host. To my knowledge, this was one of
the few times in the history of warfare where protocol took priority over
strategy.
Once I was at one such strategic conference at Udorn in 1967, when
Westmoreland left the headquarters building flanked on either side by Sul
livan and Martin. A crowd of airmen out front gathered with their Instamatics to snap Westy’s picture for the folks back home.
Sullivan leaned toward the General and snickered, “ Well, Westy, looks
like you got quite a few fans over here.”
Westmoreland’s manner of humor was sparse and sardonic. He smiled
back at Ambassador Sullivan, then at Martin. “ Oh, no, Bill,” he said. “ This
is just the first time they’ve ever seen a four-star general escorted by two
field marshals.”
The honorable ambassadors were not overly amused.
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A n o t h e r of Westmoreland’s chronic nemeses was Robert McNamara. The
Secretary of Defense and his cold-blooded systems analysts believed with
almost religious fervor that South Vietnam could be quarantined, protected
from Communist infiltration by a high-technology barrier. The first effort
to achieve this involved an ill-conceived electronic “ wall” along the D e
militarized Zone (DM Z), stretching from the marshy coast near Gio Linh
inland to Conthien. This was a bulldozed strip, 600 meters wide, sown with
sonic sensors, alarms, and land mines. It looked great on the map. Unfor
tunately, the “ McNamara Line” terminated in the steep Annamite foothills
cut by streams and rivers, which offered a simple, zero-technology alter
native to the expensive and useless barrier.
Along the Trail itself, McNamara was convinced we could stop enemy
infiltration in a cost-effective manner by lacing the area with thousands of
high-technology sensors. In 1968, the effort began, using primitive seismic
and sonic listening devices, either embedded in the ground to detect trucks
or dropped by parachute to dangle from the trees and transmit the sound
of enemy troops. My Recon Teams were required to collect a variety of
leaves, twigs, and seed pods from the Trail, to serve as models for sensor
antennas and for explosive noisemakers, which when stepped on would
sound an alarm through the sensor network.
We watched in amazement as this project grew inexorably, eventually
siphoning off badly needed personnel and aircraft, not to mention funding.
With the money spent on the high-tech sensors, I could have hired and
equipped battalions of Nungs whose human sensors would have led them
to the enemy on the Trail with greater efficiency.
But McNamara’s zeal was all-consuming. The Pentagon spent billions on
research and development contracts for an ultra-high-technology sensor net
work. By the time I left Indochina in late 1968, Task Force Alpha, a huge
computer center to support this network, was under construction at Nakhon
Phanom. Interestingly enough, this boondoggle was the only part of Amer
ican military operations in Indochina that was not subjected to PPBS costeffectiveness scrutiny.
On several occasions during their repeated visits to Indochina, I stressed
to McNamara’s staff that the problem was not locating the enemy on the
Trail, it was killing him there. But they never listened.
They couldn’t seem to grasp that high-speed jet fighter-bombers, operating
in steep gorges or in featureless rolling foothills of triple-canopy rain forest,
were simply not an effective weapon. In the absence of ground troops sup
ported by artillery on the Trail, we needed more “ slow-mover” propeller
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bombers like the A -i Skyraiders and the World War II-vintage B-26S, as
well as lumbering prop-driven gunships like the converted C-123S and
C-130S. These planes could loiter for hours over choke points on the Trail
and bring to bear direct-fire weapons like the devastating 20mm Vulcan
automatic cannon that could blast through the forest canopy to destroy truck
convoys.
But the Seventh Air Force commander, General William M. “ Spike”
Momeyer, wanted to command the first all-jet air force in history. He chafed
at the idea of de-mothballing more Skyraiders for use on the Trail and
converting old Flying Boxcars and C-47S into gunships. When Heinie Aderholt eventually took over the 1st Air Commando Wing at Nakhon Phanom,
he ran afoul of Momeyer on this issue. The General did not take criticism
lightly from a mere colonel. Aderholt was forced to retire, but then was
called back to active duty and promoted to brigadier general after Momeyer
himself retired. Heinie Aderholt ended the war commanding our military
assistance group in Thailand.

I n May 1967, I received limited authorization to deploy my cross-border
teams against the N V A sanctuaries in Cambodia. I set up a new staging
post, Command and Control, South (CCS), at Banmethuot. As always, the
teams had mixed assignments, which included pure reconnaissance, am
bushing, and prisoner snatches. As in I and II Corps, we beefed them up
with platoon- and company-size Hatchet force reaction units made up of
Cambodians and Montagnards. If a team found a vulnerable enemy bivouac,
the Hatchet force would attack. In this manner, we could bloody the N V A
units in their Cambodian rest areas so that they would arrive in-country
understrength and demoralized.
The more I considered the problem of hitting the enemy in his Laotian
and Cambodian sanctuaries, the clearer it became that we had to deprive
the N V A not only of a physical sanctuary, but also of the psychological
security that came with knowing they could retreat and regroup unmolested
after sharp combat. SOG teams were finding incredibly rich munitions caches
in remote jungle areas of Cambodia. A t first, we either destroyed the guns
and ammunition as best we could on the ground or called in an air strike.
Then I thought of an alternative. I received authorization for “ Eldest
Son,” a project that combined the resources of Op-33 and Op-35. Drawing
on our devious wizards at CISO, we developed booby-trapped ammunition
for small arms, automatic weapons, and mortars. These bullets and shells
exploded with devastating effect when they were fired. Now, when our teams
discovered an N V A arms cache, they substituted our CISO ammo for the
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original. Within weeks, we received reports from American infantry units
noting N V A casualties found beside exploded machine guns and AK-47S.
Troops from the 25th Division found a battery of four burst 82mm mortars
near Cu Chi with their dead crews beside them, victims of our ammo sab
otage. Psy Ops began to spread the rumor that the N V A had received large
quantities of dangerously faulty ammunition.
But Washington refused permission for two equally interesting Trail proj
ects. Our Recon Teams were uncovering huge enemy rice caches in Cam
bodia— one holding over ninety tons. Destroying this rice was not easy and
often exposed our men to enemy pursuit. Our scientific support unit sug
gested a better alternative: spraying N V A rice with a food contaminant
called Bitrex, an odorless chemical that made rice so bitter it was virtually
impossible to swallow. Our request to use Bitrex was denied because Wash
ington feared we would be accused of “chemical warfare.” They also denied
permission to use tranquilizer darts to incapacitate enemy prisoners am
bushed on the Trail. They said such darts were risky because, without know
ing the subject’s exact body weight, we might administer a fatal overdose.
Therefore, the darts were unnecessarily “ cruel.” I futilely tried to convince
the Pentagon that a bullet from one of our team member’s AK-47S was
infinitely cruder than a tranquilizer dart, and that, given a choice, the N V A
soldiers in question would no doubt vote for the dart. But they held their
ground.
A s our operations along the Trail expanded, we felt the need for improved
communications with our teams. Sometimes we missed the opportunity to
hit a valuable target because the team leader spotting it could not get through
to us with his small radio. Normally we depended on orbiting O -i radio
relay planes, not a very satisfactory situation. One day Ken Sisler, an eager
young lieutenant from the teams, came in to announce he’d discovered an
“ absolutely beautiful” limestone pinnacle in the middle of a high-traffic zone
of the tri-border region of Laos.32
I gave him permission to occupy the pinnacle, but I felt obliged to do a
personal recon before committing more men and equipment. After Sisler
established the relay station, I took a handful of Montagnard bodyguards
and flew out to the limestone peak, which Ken had aptly dubbed the “ Eagle’s
Nest.” The gaunt stone column fell almost vertically several hundred feet
to the green jungle valley below. On top, a few hardy hardwood trees and
some scrub brush had clawed their roots among chest-deep crevices. A s our
V N A F chopper touched down, N V A guns cut loose from the surrounding
valley. Orange 37mm anti-aircraft tracers sailed by harmlessly fifty feet
overhead. Heavy machine-gun rounds thudded into the limestone cliff face.
We were protected by the steep angle of the pinnacle. I saw how easy it
was to defend this site. Over the coming years, the N V A repeatedly assaulted
the Eagle’s Nest, only to be driven back on each attempt.
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When I reported to General Westmoreland on the new outpost, he asked
me how I could be so sure it was defensible.
“ I did a recon myself, sir,” I said, forgetting my pledge that, as SOG
commander, I would not expose myself to capture, especially in Laos.
Westmoreland frowned for a moment, seemingly about to rebuke me.
Then he grinned. “ I should have guessed as much, Jack.”

A t my regular weekly briefing for General Westmoreland and his deputy,
General Creighton Abrams, on Monday, January 22,1968, Westy was par
ticularly interested in enemy order of battle details on several sectors of the
Trail.33 He confirmed something that M A C V ’s intelligence, the C IA , and
their South Vietnamese counterparts had been predicting for months: The
N V A and Vietcong were about to unleash a massive, countrywide offensive,
born of desperation. They had been so battered by American forces over
the previous year that they were about to gamble on an all-or-nothing attack
designed to inflict maximum casualties on the Americans and A R V N and
to trigger a popular uprising against the government.
“ Everything points to Tet,” General Westmoreland noted.
The Buddhist lunar new year, Tet, was Vietnam’s most important holiday.
There would be a general cease-fire throughout Indochina, and easily half
the A R V N would be on holiday leave. The coming attack was hardly secret.
American newspaper and television reporters were already filing stories
predicting an offensive. I left the briefing to spread the word among our
far-flung units, ordering them to keep their indigenous forces on alert during
the holiday.
For the Recon Teams in I Corps, this wasn’t necessary. They had been
fully deployed inside Laos for over a month. Earlier that year, my SOG
launch site near the old French Legion fort at Khesanh had come under
increasing pressure from N V A regulars. I’d had to tie down too many of
our Trail reaction forces defending the place, so I asked the Marines to lend
us a company. With the Marines’ typical ponderous fashion, however, they
dispatched a full battalion. Instead of digging in well, they set up shop on
the exposed plateau, bivouacking in squad tents and exposing their mortars
and artillery to enemy fire. Our own team based at Khesanh was dug in
deeply with interlocking bunkers protected by heavy timbers, a setup rem
iniscent of Outpost Harry. But despite my several trips up there to plead
with the Marines, they refused my offers of timber and other construction
material.
That fall, the famous “ Siege” of Khesanh began in earnest. Reluctantly,
the Marines began to dig. By January, the upgraded Khesanh Combat Base
was being compared in the press to the doomed French positions at Dien-
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bienphu. Marines were taking a lot of needless casualties— which seemed
to be a point of honor for them— but that was the only valid similarity to
the 1954 battle. SO G and Special Forces teams were active in the enemy
approach routes, targeting scores of enemy battalions for air strikes, in
cluding the devastating Arc Light saturation raids by B-52S. The N V A was
squandering two divisions of regulars up there and my people were fully
committed.
Elsewhere in the country, however, a deceptive calm had descended, a
good indicator of a pending attack. For the next week, I did everything I
could to make sure all of my units were well stocked with weapons, am
munition, and extra communications equipment, and would be ready to
deploy in pursuit of retreating enemy units after the offensive began.
By this time, I shared a villa with Major General Walter T. “ Dutch”
Kerwin, Westmoreland’s chief of staff. Our house was not far from the main
gate o f Tan Son Nhut Air Base, M A C V ’s sprawling new headquarters com
pound. Around 3 a .m . on Wednesday, January 31, 1968, we were shaken
out of bed by exploding rockets and incoming mortar rounds straddling the
road between our house and the base. We had expected the attack to come
on the actual New Y ear’s holiday, the day before. In preparation, Westy
had Kerwin alert all American military forces throughout the country to be
at the highest state of readiness. But all we’d heard the night before were
New Y ear’s firecrackers. I pulled on my boots and ran out my bedroom
door, almost colliding with Dutch Kerwin.
“ This is it, sir,” I yelled.
Kerwin nodded, buttoning his fatigue blouse. “ You’re right, Jack,” he
said. “ They’ve finally started it.”
The night sky was ripped by gliding, candy-pink tracers and fainter streams
of green N V A tracer rounds. A rocket must have hit a fuel tanker on the
base, because rolling orange flames lit up the pre-dawn sky. Kerwin sped
across the road in his sedan while I climbed into mine. I suppose I should
have waited for some guards from my downtown headquarters, but, like
Kerwin, I was impatient. I had a CAR-15 ° n the front seat with me that
wouldn’t have been much help against a concerted Vietcong or N V A am
bush, so I decided to avoid the main roads in from Tan Son Nhut. No sooner
had I turned off the highway than I saw an A R V N MP jeep ahead of me
come under fire from a V C roadblock near a truck garage.
I sped down rutted side lanes paralleling a canal. O ff to my left, there
were firefights and more V C roadblocks. Once I had to stop while two
American armored personnel carriers (APCs) shot it out with some V C
sappers attacking a local police station. By the time I reached SOG head
quarters on Rue Pasteur, it was dawn.
My duty officer reported that the V C had attacked the American embassy
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with a small sapper unit, but that the embassy’s Marine security guard had
repelled them. I got on my single-sideband command radio and checked in
with my units throughout the country. Almost everywhere the pattern was
the same: massed attacks by Vietcong and N V A regulars, all dressed in
civilian clothes, assaulting under mortar and rocket barrages. The targets
seemed to be police stations, A R V N barracks, and other government fa
cilities. While we talked there were tens of thousands of American and
Vietnamese forces engaged, but our superior firepower was taking a horrible
toll of the enemy.
Over the next hour or so the sounds of firing and incoming rockets petered
out and stopped completely. If the N V A was trying to provoke an uprising
in Saigon, they had failed miserably. Bill Donnett, my senior liaison officer
with the U.S. embassy, arrived to give me a report on what he saw in the
city as he came from the embassy. The fight there was over, he said; the
V C had never even gotten in the building. An American Airborne platoon
had just landed on the roof and had secured the entire compound.34 The
only damage, he added, was a hole blown in the outside wall and a lot of
bullet-pocked concrete around the front door. I dismissed the action as a
minor footnote to the countrywide battle then raging.
But at 8:15 I got a call from Westmoreland himself about the embassy.
“ Jack,” he said, “ there’ve been some reports that V C have taken the
embassy. I can’t get through on the phone. What’s the situation down there?”
“ I just talked to my senior liaison officer who came from the embassy five
minutes ago,” I explained. “ The V C never got into the building. They blew
a hole in the outside wall of the compound and started a firefight in the
garden. That’s as far as they got.”
Westmoreland listened, and I heard him sigh over the crackling Saigon
telephone line. “ W ell,” he said, “ I better come down myself to have a look.
They have an entirely different picture of things in Washington.”
Westmoreland had been called at his headquarters by Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara, who had just seen a Chet Huntley report on the NBC
Evening News (Tuesday, January 30,1968, Washington time) that the Viet
cong had captured the embassy chancery. Westy choppered in to central
Saigon, landing on the embassy roof helipad. He made a personal inspection
of the entire embassy, receiving a direct briefing from the Marine security
guards. Satisfied that the situation was as I’d reported it to him, he called
McNamara as soon as he returned to M A C V headquarters to reassure him
that the V C had never “ captured” the chancery.
As Westy later told me, McNamara was not convinced. “ That’s all right,
General,” McNamara said in a condescending tone. “ We have our own
sources on that.”
Obviously, the ill-informed opinions of news commentators, snatched
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from fragmentary and contradictory wire-service reports, were more con
vincing than the firsthand account of the American field commander on the
scene. This exchange epitomized the gap between our political and military
leaders. Over the next several days, the capture of the embassy became a
symbol of America’s military setback.35
*

*

In t h e coming weeks and months, we watched bitterly as the Communists’
military defeat was transformed by the news media into a victory. Beginning
with the first wire-service reports the morning of the attack, the American
news media almost consistently chose to interpret the Tet Offensive as a
Communist triumph. Television and magazine photojournalists focused on
the human devastation and physical destruction. The fact that the fighting
had been centered on perhaps twenty key locations was ignored. A s Peter
Braestrup has sagely noted, “ All Vietnam, it appeared on film at home, was
in flames or being battered into ruins, and all Vietnamese civilians were
homeless refugees. . . . Indeed, there were virtually no films shown or pho
tographs published during this period of undamaged portions of Saigon,
Hué, or other cities.” 36 Braestrup was a veteran working reporter in Viet
nam. His classic analysis of the news media there, Big Story, is required
reading for anyone looking for a balanced history of the Vietnam War.
In a similar manner, the American media emphasized American casual
ties. The absolutely stunning enemy casualty rate was downplayed. But we
in M A C V knew the Communists had suffered a near-fatal blow. By the time
the Tet fighting petered out in the last week of February, the enemy had
suffered an incredible 37,000 killed out of a committed combat force of
approximately 84,000. Worse, from the Communist perspective, most of
those casualties had been among resident Vietcong forces that had answered
Hanoi’s call for a nationwide armed uprising. But as General Westmoreland
noted, “ Nothing remotely resembling a general uprising of the people had
occurred.” Indeed, by as early as February 1, Vietcong headquarters was
conceding defeat. An intercepted enemy message noted, “ We failed to seize
a number of primary objectives and to completely destroy mobile defensive
units of the enemy. We also failed to hold the occupied areas. In the political
field we failed to motivate the people to stage uprisings and break the
enemy’s oppressive control.” 37 Years later, Tran Van Tra, one of the N V A ’s
senior commanders in the South, admitted the Tet offensive had been a
disastrous blunder: “ We suffered large loses in matériel and man
power . . . which clearly weakened us.” 38
But, despite this overwhelming evidence of enemy failure and the shocking
Communist casualty rate, the news media had convinced the American
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people that the Tet Offensive was an enemy victory. No doubt the fact that
the N V A had been able to infiltrate large numbers of troops and huge
quantities of munitions from sanctuaries in Laos and Cambodia for use in
South Vietnam’s urban centers was a shock to the American public. In a
way, we were paying the price of trying to live the myth that the Vietnam
War was an insurgency that could be isolated within a single country. Tet
marked the watershed in American public opinion. Before the offensive,
most Americans believed that our military might could prevail; after Tet,
the public became convinced we were doomed to failure.
Instead of pursuing the enemy vigorously into his sanctuaries and destroy
ing him with our firepower, we allowed the N V A and the remnants of the
decimated Vietcong to pull back and regroup.
This was an election year. Anti-administration Democratic candidates led
by Senator Robert Kennedy assailed America’s “ failed” policy in Indochina.
On March 31, 1968, less than three years after he had addressed the nation
to announce our combat deployment to Vietnam, President Lyndon Johnson
again spoke to his fellow Americans on nationwide television. He announced
the suspension of bombing raids on North Vietnam, offered his willingness
to negotiate with the leaders in Hanoi, and then announced his decision
that he would not run for reelection.
We had gone into the fight with too little, too late. And now, with hardwon victory almost in sight, we were pulling out. A s I watched Johnson’s
speech on Armed Forces Television, I realized that continuing our present
policy would condemn us to defeat.

